K.U.R.A for
Chromebook/Laptops

K
Kindness
U
Unity
R
Respect

Searching the internet
Help others who may be stuck
to come up with keywords or
share helpful websites.
Share relevant information with
others.
Do my fair share and include
others when working as part of
a research group.
Stay on websiteslisted in my
classroom unless my teacher
directs me to use others.
If unsure whether a website is
appropriate check with your
teacher first.
If I see something that is not
appropriate I must….
EXITthe
screen and 
TELLan adult.

A
Achieve

Stay on task with what I need to
find.
Use my found information to
complete my work.

Using the Chromebook as a
learning tool.
Help others with using the
device if they need help.
Devices are a 
learning tooland
are not used to 
socialiseusing
comments or slides.
Share my work with others.
Help others if they are stuck
without doing the work for them.
Stay on 
websitesmy teacher
has directed me to. There will be
a visible list in each room of sites
I can go on.
See 3of my peers 
before a
 sking
my teacher a question about the
device.
Use 
headphones 
when listening
to sound OR 
mute the volume to
show consideration to others.
Stay on task to complete my
work.
Do the work to the best of my
ability.
Be proud to share my work with
others.

When using the Chromebook at all
times I need to remember to…
Open/closethe device lid carefully.
Type gentlywhen using the keyboard.
Keep the device on a flat surface when
in use.
Carry the device with two hands when
moving from one place to the other.
Keep food and drink awayfrom the
device.
Log offANDs
 hut downthe device
properly to save power.
When the battery of my device reaches
20 %, chargethe device for next use.
Stay off devices at morning tea or
lunchtime unless directly supervised
by a teacher.
Use only the websites on the approved
listif I’m using my chromebook in a
space at school that is not my
classroom.

K.U.R.A

FOR using devices at school

CONTRACT TERM 1 and 2 2020
Note: Please make sure you read and understand all the expectations in
the contract BEFORE signing. Return this slip signed to your class teacher
ASAP so you can use your device at school.
I _____________ agree to follow the K.U.R.A for devices rules when using
computers at school.
I understand that, if I do not show any of the agreed on behaviours, the device can be
taken off me for a period of 1 week.
We have read the KURA for device contract together at home and discussed the
expectations.
Parent/Caregiver Signature _____________________

